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[1] This collection of lectures from Carl Schachter’s final seminar at CUNY is a fitting capstone to his distinguished career as a music theorist. Each of the twelve lectures centers on an analytical exploration of one or two pieces, including works by Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin; the book ends with a “Q and A” with students of the seminar. As Schachter is one of the most well-known advocates of Schenkerian theory, it is no surprise that the analyses reflect a Schenkerian perspective. But along the way, they touch on many other topics: other aspects of the works in question (rhythm, motive, form, performance); other pieces with similar features; biographical anecdotes about composers, Schenker, and Schachter himself; and matters still further afield, such as the Acoustical Society of America’s conventions for labeling pitches. The lectures assume a basic knowledge of Schenkerian theory—for example, there is no explanation for how to read a Schenkerian graph—but clearly an effort has been made to organize them in a pedagogically useful way, starting with basic concepts (e.g. the linear progression) and fairly small-scale observations and working up to larger, more complex structures.

[2] No one would call me a Schenkerian, and I have sometimes been quite critical of the Schenkerian approach (Temperley 2007 and 2011). But I have always felt that the most persuasive and compelling case for the theory was found in Carl Schachter’s work. So I had high hopes for this book, and I was not disappointed. All of the virtues of Schachter’s writing—its unpretentious eloquence, musical insight, and contagious enthusiasm—come through here as clearly as ever. As one would expect, too, the book makes a strong argument for the value and power of Schenkerian analysis. But the book also reinforced some of my doubts and concerns about the Schenkerian approach. In particular, the Schenkerian focus on high-level linear and contrapuntal features of a piece can cause other aspects—aspects that should surely be considered part of tonal analysis—to be underemphasized, if not completely ignored. Schachter (in this book and elsewhere) makes some efforts to address this problem, but it remains very much present. In what follows, I expand on these points, and offer some thoughts about other aspects of the book.
A number of the discussions in The Art of Tonal Analysis (hereafter AT/A) represent Schenkerian analysis at its best. Using Schenkerian graphs or sometimes just annotated scores, Schachter draws our attention to linear patterns and large-scale harmonic motions that are audible and compelling, and help us make sense of the music. A case in point is his analysis of the trio of Beethoven's Piano Sonata op. 2 no. 3 (pages 187–91), shown here in Example 1. Schachter first suggests that we view the bass of the first phrase as moving from the A of measure 1 to the A♯ of measure 7 and then to B; within this motion is an ascending line that seems headed for E but is “forced down” from D to C by the 7 chord in measure 4. He further points out that the two phrases of the digression (measures 9–12 and 13–16) can be reduced to the same underlying chromatic motive as the first phrase, C–C♯–D and then D–D♯–E. In the return of the opening material (measures 17–24), the bass line continues through D to E, providing a kind of pattern completion that was denied to us in the first phrase. Elegant observations such as these are found throughout the book. Even in the Waldstein sonata, a piece that I know extremely well, Schachtet's analysis brings new things to my attention, such as the fact that the bass line in the last few measures of the piece recapitulates the first few measures (C–B–B♯–A–A♭–G) but with a different harmonic meaning.

It is sometimes claimed that a linear progression must connect two chord-tones of a harmony that is being prolonged. Schachter endorses this view at the very beginning of the book (1), and sometimes invokes it as a reason for choosing one analysis over another (5, 93). Elsewhere, however, he points out linear motives that clearly do not meet this criterion. This is most notable in his analysis of the Adagio of Haydn's Symphony No. 99. The primary motive in the analysis is a descending fourth, which occurs in various guises and transposition levels, either as B–A–G–F♯ or E–D–C–B, but in no case, as far as I can see, do the endpoints of the fourth connect two tones of a structural harmony. Indeed, Schachter is quite forthright about this, noting that B–A–G–F♯ appears in differing structural contexts, sometimes as (B–A–G)+F♯ and sometimes as B+(A–G–F♯) (229). I see nothing wrong with this more flexible conception of linear progressions; linear patterns that do not unfold an underlying harmony can be just as convincing as those that do. This does not mean that we abandon notions of hierarchy and structural importance altogether; it may still be that a linear motive is strengthened if its endpoints are part of the underlying harmony. But this need not be a requirement, and a linear progression need not be incorporated into a comprehensive, recursive analysis of the passage in order to be convincing.

Along these lines, I have suggested elsewhere (Temperley 2011) that it is useful to think of linear progressions and other Schenkerian concepts as *schemata*, in the sense proposed by Gjerdingen (2007). A schema is a conventional pattern that is defined by a cluster of features, and that may be invoked with varying degrees of strength or typicality. An advantage of this view is that it allows multiple, overlapping patterns—not in a conflicting, “either/or” relationship (to use Schachter's own phrase [1990]), but coexisting within the same analysis. There are a number of points in AT/A where I think this perspective would be helpful. In a Handel Courante, Schachter analyzes the cadence at the end of the first half as shown in Example 2, explaining the apparent harmonic changes within measures 18–19 as linear elaborations of a cadential V (95). While this analysis is plausible, surely the third beat of measure 18 is also serving a harmonic function—acting as a pre-dominant chord (♭ii6), and thus giving added strength to the cadence. As another example, in Chopin's G♯ minor Prelude (Example 3a), Schachter analyzes the 7 chords in measures 54 and 56 as passing between the preceding iv7 and the following iv7, but one can also hear the iv7 chords moving into the 7 chords (which would then be tonic-functioning 6), somewhat analogously to the passage in Example 3b (from Schubert's “Gute Nacht”). In both of these cases, the small predominant-to-tonic motions anticipate the larger, cadential motion to tonic that is about to occur. Perhaps we can get the most out of Schenker's very useful concepts by applying them in a more flexible way than Schenker does himself.

Despite their Schenkerian focus, Schachter's discussions also consider many other aspects of the pieces in question. Issues of rhythm and meter arise in several analyses (3, 75, 80, 118), and the whole of Chapter 10 is devoted to this topic. Schachter also makes a number of valuable suggestions about performance, sometimes tied in with Schenkerian analysis (73, 77), sometimes not (148, 194–95). A discussion of how to perform the dotted eighths in Chopin's E–major Prelude takes us into historical debates (C. P. E. Bach versus Quantz), documentary evidence (manuscripts and editions), and a brief look at a little-known variation by Chopin with striking similarities to the prelude. In a discussion of the Adagio of Mozart's Violin Sonata K. 481, we learn about quatrain form (a very useful term that I had not encountered before), consider how a passage can function as both a codetta and a retransition, and explore a narrative interpretation of the piece as an interaction between a “passionate” violin and a “chaste and innocent” piano. This is just a small sample of the thoughtful and stimulating observations that appear throughout the book, on all manner of musical topics.

I asserted earlier that Schenkerian analysis sometimes neglects important aspects of tonal structure. The aspects that I have in mind relate, in particular, to the concept of *key*. A tonal piece typically begins in its main key and then moves to one or more secondary keys before returning to the tonic. Within these secondary key sections, there may be still more local
suggestions of other keys, creating a hierarchical structure, which I will simply call key structure. Another important aspect of key is relations between keys, which can be close or distant. A piece may take us on a journey through a number of secondary keys, understood both as “moves” from one key to the next—which may be small or large—and also in relation to the larger tonic. Also relevant is the issue of how keys are established or implied, which can be of great subtlety and interest. (See Temperley 2006 for further discussion of these issues.) To my mind, key structure is hugely important; it is largely this that allows a tonal piece to convey a large-scale sense of motion and drama. In Schenkerian analysis, key structure often receives little attention. The high-level prolongational events of a Schenkerian graph do sometimes correspond to key sections, which may give the impression that Schenkerian theory in some way includes or subsumes key analysis. But it does not; a prolonged harmony need not be a key section (the V of the Ursatz almost never is), and a key section may not correspond to a high-level prolonged harmony. Thus Schenkerian analysis not only neglects key structure but runs the risk of obscuring it, by asserting a kind of hierarchical structure that is superficially similar but actually quite different.

[8] It may seem odd to raise this issue here, since Schachter has in fact done more than most Schenkerians to acknowledge the importance of key structure. In his article “Analysis by Key” (1987), he concedes the neglect of key in Schenker’s own writings, acknowledges the independence of key structure from prolongational structure, and examines the interaction between these structures in a number of works. In AT4, too, Schachter sometimes seems to want to give more importance to key than Schenkerian theory would normally allow. In his analysis of the final section of the Rondeau of Bach’s E major Violin Partita (Example 4), the events of the high-level graph seem to indicate the key sections (tonic chords and their dominants); notably, the final descent of the UEnde, included in the lower graph, is omitted in the upper one (though the return to E major in measures 64–72 is also omitted). In analyzing the Scherzo of Schubert’s Bb-major sonata, Schachter’s graph (74) does not indicate the key structure of the digression (measures 17–68) in any obvious way, nor does his discussion of this graph; but later, he writes, “We’ve already discussed the harmonic motion in the first part of the piece: Bb (measure 1) to Eb (measure 16) to Ab (measure 25) to Db (measure 33)” (77). Here he highlights just the tonics of the passage (Eb, Ab, and Db), thus acknowledging the importance of key structure and equating it with large-scale “harmonic motion.”

[9] Schachter’s sensitivity to key is apparent, also, in his comments about key implication. A key can be implied with varying degrees of strength and confidence, and our initial tonal interpretation of a chord may be revised in light of subsequent events. Schachter is keenly aware of these subtle issues, and makes a number of excellent observations about them; for example, in the Schubert Scherzo, he observes that our initial hearing of the Eb4 chord in measure 14 as passing (parallel to the passing Eb4 in measure 6) is revised when we realize that a modulation to Eb major is underway (75). Also interesting is his discussion of the passage in Example 5, from Bach’s Chorale No. 85 (7–8). Ostensibly, the issue is the linear structure of the passage: Should we hear the melodic F4 in measure 6 as a lower neighbor to the G4, or as beginning a sixth-progression up to D4? It seems to me this question could be framed more intuitively as a question about key: is the chord supporting the F4 i6 of B major, or V6 of E major? In this case, then, Schachter seems to be using the Schenkerian conceptual framework to address what is essentially a question about key structure.

[10] All this suggests that Schachter is trying to steer Schenkerian analysis toward a greater appreciation of key structure, and for this he should be commended. In other cases, though, even Schachter’s discussions fail to do justice to key structure. A case in point is his analysis of Chopin’s “Revolutionary” Etude, which is largely an exegesis of Schenker’s own analysis in Five Graphic Analyses (1969). Schenker’s view of the form of the piece is encapsulated by the third level of his analysis, labeled “2.Schicht” (Example 6). By this view, the piece consists of four linear descents from 3 (grouped in twos by the interruption); the first three descents stop at 2, and the fourth one continues to 1. A virtue of this analysis, as Schachter observes, is that it recognizes the descending fourth in the bass, 1–7–6–5, in each of the four sections. I should note, in passing, that the linear progression under the second descent is not an especially convincing one. It requires us to connect the Ab in measure 29 (spelled as G4, iv of D4 minor) with the Ab in measure 40 (ii9 of C minor); Schachter suggests that the V7 of C minor in measure 33, also containing Ab, gives further support to this as a structural bass tone (41). While it is true that all three of these chords contain Ab, they differ in voicing, register, and tonal function; none of them is tonic-functioning, or strongly emphasized on the surface. I suppose I can hear a connection between them, but it is not easy, and hearing them as forming the structural backbone of the passage seems quite counterintuitive.

[11] Schachter also acknowledges a more conventional view of the form of the piece, in which the second linear descent constitutes a “contrasting middle.” He goes on:
In that view, the piece is in three main parts—it’s a ternary form. We have a first section that is a kind of period, with antecedent and consequent phrases. Then we have a middle section that is, in a sense, developmental in character (though it doesn’t have the harmonic structure of the usual development section). Finally, we have a sort of recapitulation, starting with the introduction (measure 41), a return of the main theme, slightly varied but still with an antecedent (measures 50–58) and a consequent (measures 60–77). The consequent phrase is extended and leads to the final resolution, both melodic and harmonic, in measure 88, followed by the eight-measure coda. (34)

Schachter concedes that this ternary view of the form has “a certain validity” (43). But neither this conventional analysis nor Schenker’s analysis captures what is, for me, the most important aspect of the “contrasting middle,” namely, the sequence of keys that it takes us through: B♭ major, E♭ minor, D♭ minor, F minor. It is this sequence of modulations (or, if you prefer, tonicizations) that gives the piece its dramatic, narrative power: the sense that it is going somewhere, and then returning to the tonic. This neglect of key structure becomes even more problematic in a later passage in the piece, measures 64–69 (see Example 7). Schachter barely mentions this passage, describing it only as part of an “extended consequent”; in Schenker’s graph, it is nothing more than linear and neighbor motions. But in terms of key structure, the passage takes us through a brief but wrenching sequence of tonicizations: first G♭ major, then F♭ major, then E♭ major. Notably, none of these tonicizations includes a root-position tonic; the first two do not even include clear dominants (the second half of measure 68 could perhaps pass as a dominant of E♭). As a result, the tonal implications are fleeting and unstable. But the move from vii/V to a cadential $G$ (in measures 64–65, and again in measures 66–67) is such a common, key-affirming cliché that there can be no doubt of its meaning. Crucially, this second key journey takes us to more distant places than anything in the first journey—to $V$ and $IV$ in relation to C minor—giving a climactic intensity to the passage.

[12] As I have described it here, the form of the piece consists of an initial establishment of C minor, a journey through several other keys and back to the tonic (and the opening theme), and then a briefer sojourn to more distantly related keys before the final tonic return. This is what gives the piece its satisfying dramatic shape. I do not see any acknowledgment of this in Schachter’s discussion—either in Schenker’s graph, or in the more conventional “ternary” analysis that Schachter offers as an alternative.

[13] There is nothing very novel in my observations about key structure in the “Revolutionary” Etude. (Indeed, Schenker mentions and rejects exactly this sort of key-based analysis in a footnote to his analysis.) Perhaps some would consider them obvious. Obvious or not, they deserve to be included in anything that purports to be a “tonal analysis” of the piece. Possibly Schachter would acknowledge the reality of at least some of what I have said, just as I acknowledge (grudgingly) Schenker’s descending fourth progressions; so the issue is, perhaps, which is more important. Consider a thought experiment. We could recompose the Chopin so that the A♭ in the bass in measure 40 is removed (see Example 8); now the descending-fourth progression is destroyed, or at least greatly weakened. How does this affect our experience of the piece? Not much, in my opinion. But now consider a second recomposition (which I will not attempt here) in which the bass linear progression is preserved, but the key journey is removed—the piece simply stays in C minor (as in the first and third linear descents). To my mind, the piece is now ruined—it doesn’t go anywhere! Even if we accept the descending-fourth progression of the “contrasting middle,” then, it is surely much less essential to the piece than the key journey that coincides with it.

[14] If we were to give greater attention to key structure in analysis, how would we do it? We could simply do it through informal description, as I have done here; key distances could similarly be described in informal terms, e.g. as “close” or “distant”. (To his credit, Schachter occasionally does describe key relations in this way—see 49 and 72, for example.) But what we really need is a more rigorous, systematic way of describing key structure—just as Schenkerian analysis provides a precise way of labeling linear progressions. Nothing of this kind is available, as far as I know; the whole topic of key remains woefully under-theorized. A useful starting point, though, is spatial representations of key. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the key structure of the Chopin Etude, using the two-dimensional key space first proposed by Gottfried Weber (1817–21; see also Schoenberg 1969; Krumhansl 1990; and Lerdahl 2001). The diagram shows the two journeys described earlier; the more dramatic nature of the second journey (shown with a dotted line) is apparent, both because it takes us further from the tonic, and because it involves larger moves between successive keys. This spatial representation is far from perfect. It has no way of conveying the duration of each key section (unlike Schenkerian analysis, which can represent duration using the horizontal axis), or the strength with which each key is established; also, each key is represented at multiple locations, requiring decisions (often arbitrary) about which representative to choose. But it is, as I said, a starting point; perhaps further theoretical work could improve on it. (I have added one theoretical innovation: a dot to the right of each key representing its dominant harmony, which I call the “five-dot.” This is useful for retransitional dominants, such as that in
measures 41–48 of the Etude, where one feels that the key is tentatively implied but not yet fully established.)

[15] Figure 2 shows a spatial analysis of another piece discussed by Schachter: the Scherzo of Schubert’s B♭-major sonata. In a way that no Schenkerian analysis can, the diagram reveals the unique and extraordinary tonal shape of the piece: a series of very proximate moves, leading to a remote destination, from which we return to the tonic in one huge leap. (The five-dot staff is useful here in another way, representing keys that are implied without the tonic harmony ever appearing.) Schachter does acknowledge the sequence of keys here, and also notes that A major—which, as he points out, is really B♭♭ major—is “seemingly far from our tonic key” (72) (though why “seemingly”?). So the issue is, again, the relative importance and structural priority of the spatial (key-based) and linear perspectives. Is the sequence of keys in Figure 2 simply an incidental by-product of an underlying linear framework (a rising third in the melody coupled with a descending fourth in the bass, according to Schachter)? Or is it the linear patterns that are incidental—superficial decorations of an underlying structure of tonal regions? Even if one takes the former view, one could perhaps allow that Figure 2 provides important additional information, not captured in a Schenkerian graph, and worthy of inclusion in a “tonal analysis” of the piece.

***

[16] On practically every page of ATAT, one is aware that one is reading a transcribed lecture rather than the usual scholarly prose. This is most evident in the book’s informal, conversational language. A great many paragraphs begin “Now let’s look at,” “Now I want to talk about,” “Let’s get back to,” or something of that nature. This is something we all do in lectures, but in a conventional book we would probably strive to start paragraphs with more substantive “topic sentences.” The book is also more digressive than the typical music theory book, a bit less tightly organized and more “stream-of-consciousness” —again, as one might expect in a lecture. For me, these aspects of the book did not detract in the slightest from its clarity or impact, or from the pleasure of reading it. On the contrary, it is one of the most enjoyable music theory books I can remember reading (even when I strongly disagreed with it). It makes me think that music theorists should do this kind of thing more often—though I’m not sure that my own lectures would make such an entertaining read!

[17] The presentation and editing of the book is due to Joseph Straus, and is for the most part excellent. I found only a few typographical errors in the text and musical examples. No doubt it was not an easy task to take the original recordings of Schachter’s lectures and “smooth them out” (to use Straus’s words) in a way that preserved both their essential content and their informal character. There are just a few spots where I wonder if the transcription missed Schachter’s intended meaning. On page 68, Schachter notes that, in a major-key piece that moves to the subdominant, there is a danger that the tonic will sound like V of IV. We then read, “that wouldn’t be nearly as problematic in a minor key, because we usually don’t think of a minor chord (like IV♭) as a potential dominant.” But surely the point is that we wouldn’t misconstrue a minor tonic chord as a potential dominant, because dominants are not usually minor. On page 134, we read: “But I don’t want to give you the impression that every time you have 8–7 motion over the dominant, the seventh has to be heard as a passing tone as it is here. In many cases, it’s the seventh that’s the main tone.” But the preceding passage had argued for exactly this—for the seventh over the dominant as structural, not as a passing tone. These are small errors, but may cause readers some initial confusion.

[18] Finally, let me return to an aspect of Schachter’s writing that I mentioned in the opening paragraphs: its enthusiasm. The book is peppered with superlatives, describing common-practice pieces and moments within them: “astonishing,” “amazing,” “wonderful,” “magnificent,” “fantastic.” This is a feature of Schachter’s other writings as well, and I have always appreciated it—perhaps because it is so unusual. (If we all did it, it might become rather tiresome!) Occasionally, he goes even further, as in these comments from the very end of the book (part of the “Q and A” session):

Why are there so few great composers and so few great pieces? Why is our core repertoire so small? And why has it remained so small even after the successes of the early music movement and even after 100 years of musical modernism? I think Schenker’s masterworks and his genius composers may have something to do with the nature of the musical language. Something very special happens in musical composition between around 1600 and 1920 for which there is no analog in the other arts. (280)

Some may find this view rather unfair to music outside the common-practice period (to say nothing of non-European music). But I think even this should be forgiven. Surely it springs, simply, from Schachter’s deep affection for this body of music, the profound experiences it has given him, and his wish that others might also enjoy these experiences. I share these feelings, though I see this more as a matter of personal taste rather than anything absolute. In any case, the goal of bringing the pleasures of common-practice music to as many people as possible is surely a worthy one, and one to which Schachter’s
work over the decades has made a huge contribution. For that, we should all salute him.
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